BRING US YOUR CONCEPT
AND WE WILL BUILD IT
Custom made fibreglass components from the specialists in the field

THE

Incorporating, REFLEX INDUSTRIAL FIBREGLASS, CRESTA COMPOSITES, CRESTA CRAFT and BERMUDA POOLS

The Composite Group is an industry leader
The Composite Group draws together the Reflex, Cresta and Bermuda Pools brands.
With over three decades in composite engineering producing fibreglass products of all descriptions, we have the experience and the ability to create
anything in fibreglass.
We have created a wide range of products including bus and truck body components, swimming pools, promotional trailers and kiosks, replica aircraft,
architectural features, a sports car body and the range of Reflex, Cresta Craft and Haines Signature powerboats.
From our production facility in Christchurch, our creations can be found as far afield as France and Russia.

Pattern and mould making
Our pattern making services employ both hand made, CAD and laser cutting systems to generate a plug from which a mould can be taken.
We have a proven international track record and our loyal, stable workforce is a team that has earned its reputation through sheer hard work and a
dedication to quality - and they relish the challenge of an impossible task.
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Composite engineering
Composite engineering is the process of working with polyester and epoxy resins, fibreglass mat and cloth, carbon fibre and gel coat.
Composite products have the benefit of being seamless, stronger, lighter, and possess an almost unlimited lifespan, as well as being endlessly customizable
in terms of size, shape, and color.
Reinforcements such as carbon, Kevlar, and aluminium, can be added as part of the composite process meaning that products can be designed to be
lighter and stronger than a traditionally produced item.
Our strength in design and innovative processes combine to provide endless possibilities that are limited only by our imagination.
The Composite Group has revolutionized component design and production by providing complete solutions in the following sectors:
Industrial, Transport Industries, Architectural Custom Moulding, Display, Signage and Promotional Items and Small boat pattern making.
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Experience across a wide range of sectors
Commercial pools and tourist features - Hydroslides, hot pool projects, specialist natural pool environments complete with rocks and water falls.
Residential pools - A range of standard pool shapes and sizes, together with the ability to build custom pools.
Transport industries - Truck and bus bodies, custom trailers etc.
Architectural products - Lightweight replica facades, and replica chimneys, shopping mall furniture, shop fittings and displays etc.
Industrial work – Specialist items, covers, housings, tanks etc.
Custom moulding - Unique one off designs, replica cars and aircraft, food and drink trailers, signs and promotional items etc.
Marine leisure products - We manufacture a range of power boats including our own branded boats, Reflex, Cresta Craft and Haines Signature.
Speedliner® - The Composite Group is the licensed applicator of Speedliner® a two-pot spray on, water proof urethane polymer that
cures on the surface as an impervious layer with unparalleled strength and durability.
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New Technologies
The Composite Group has always been an early adopter of new technologies and methods.
Taking this approach has seen us develop controlled injecting and vacuuming of resin, allowing us build strong, light products from mould to finished item
in an extremely short time frame. This process means we can offer high volume production and a quick turnaround from a mould.

The Composite Group – your competitive advantage
We offer you unlimited possibilities to create your ideas.
Our many innovative production processes coupled with our design and development services and a can do attitude combine to give you
a competitive advantage.
The range and diversity of the projects we have tackled is vast. This brochure is designed to give you a good understanding of our capabilities..

If you can dream it we can build it.
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Commercial pools and tourist features
Waterslide design, manufacture and installation
The Composite Group offers a full hydroslide design and build
service incorporating design of the slides, supporting structure
and foundations.
We also manufacture slide components and organise installation
of the slides, structure and filtration/pumping systems.
Cresta Composites Ltd, now part of The Composite Group LP,
has been manufacturing and installing hydroslides throughout
New Zealand since 1983.
We supply both open and tube slides and work with architects
to design the slide to the parameters required, using a bolted
system with joint filler which is the global standard for best
practice hydroslide assembly. This makes for a smooth seamless
riding surface which is proven to be the strongest and safest.
Our slides comply with all overseas specifications.
The Composite Group offers a range of rides from fast and
exhilarating to more sedate family rides. Usually a two-slide
complex would have one of each to cater to the whole
community. We are committed to providing varied rides that
are safe and exciting. Our starter unit enables riders to set themselves up correctly and
with family rides it enables the child to be properly positioned between the parents’
legs to ride safely.
We have worked successfully with a wide range of councils, architects and construction
firms to design hydroslides suitable for the local community, the site and the project’s
budget..

Top: Waterworld, Hamilton.
Middle: Splash Planet, Hastings.
Left: Enjoying the fun of a hydroslide.
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Commercial pools and tourist features
Hanmer Springs Thermal Pools - Hanmer
We have surfaced all the pools at Hanmer Springs, including rock pools and
even the streambed to eliminate loss of heated water through the gravel
base. Our mobile team provides ongoing routine maintenance and new pool
construction. The special coatings used on top of a fibreglass base provide
long life in a traditionally difficult environment.
Alpine Springs - Tekapo
This installation involves three adjoining hot pools landscaped in local
greywacke rock and surrounded by the regions native alpine plants to create
a natural setting. Pool temperatures range from forty degrees Celsius to
thirty six degrees Celsius. To ensure we could continue working no matter
what the weather, the large pools were fabricated on site, inside marquees.
We can custom build on site any domestic or commercial pool, in any shape
or size.
The Glacier Hot Pools – Franz Josef
This is the latest visitor attraction on New Zealand’s rugged West Coast.
Our challenge was how to build outdoor pools in an environment where heavy rain is
part of everyday life. The answer was simple, build the pools in Christchurch in pieces
and transport them to the west coast for assembly and installation on site.

Top: Hanmer Thermal Pools.
Middle: Tekapo and Franz Josef facilities.
Lower: Hanmer Thermal Pools lap pool.
Left : A section of the Franz Josef Pools is loaded
out at our Christchurch plant.
Above: Pool installation on-site at Tekapo is
completed under large marquees.
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Residential pools
Bermuda brand swimming pools
The Composite Group manufacture the Bermuda brand of domestic swimming pools,
offering a comprehensive range of one piece moulded pools either fully installed or as
kit-sets.
Our fibreglass pools represent better value for money than other pool material due to
their reasonable price, quick installation and low maintenance.
Choice
Bermuda Pools offers a pool for every home and lifestyle. Clients can choose a pool
style and colour finish from our comprehensive range of one-piece moulded designs,
or our customised Crestaform™ pool construction system offers the flexibility to
construct a custom pool to any shape, size or depth.
Bermuda pools are designed to handle chlorine, salt water or Baquacil water treatment
systems and we offer a wide range of other pool care accessories.
Turnkey Service
The Composite Group take all the guess work out of choosing the right pool with
our complete project management service and expert advice on all aspects of
owning a pool from site selection and consent applications through to installation and
maintenance and we provide a comprehensive after sales service and backup for all
our Bermuda pools.
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Clockwise from top right:
Bermuda Senator 8 pool.
Bermuda Lap pool.
Bermuda President pool.
Bermuda Statesman pool.

Transport industries
We have developed and manufactured a large array of transport products and
solutions for vehicles as diverse as trucks, buses, camper vans, and even horse floats.
Designline’s award winning electrical bus
Fantastic shapes can be produced by liquid moulding techniques. This futuristic bus
from Designline is a cutting edge low emission vehicle that is being trialled around the
world. The concept and design is a credit to Designline and we are extremely proud
to have been involved in the development of this state-of-the-art bus.
City bus parts
Our general moulding division is heavily involved in the manufacture of components
for Designline City Bus construction, offerng a pattern making service, which
constructs the plugs from which a mould is made.
We also have a final assembly operation, where we fit mounting brackets and
other hardware to complete each panel. The completed panels are then fitted to
shipping jigs to protect them during transit and to ensure a perfect fit at the time of
assembly.
Carbon Fibre Components
Using a resin infusion process, we also make lightweight, strong components in
carbon fibre, such as the internal ducting system for the interior of Real Journey’s
coach.
It not only looks good but is very light and strong.
Any component that needs to be light and strong is ideally suited to carbon fibre
construction.
We supply external panels, roofs, dashboards, air conditioning, and heat ducting and
a variety of other mouldings. These fibreglass panels reduce weight and assembly line
labour.
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Transport industries
Sandwich panels and insulated vehicle walls
We have developed machinery in our plant to enable us to manufacture sandwich
panels up to 14m x 4m in size. Using a vacuum press we can custom build flat panels
for any application.
Typical construction types are: Plywood core with fibreglass exterior surfaces (suitable
for dry goods truck bodies, bulkhead, roofs, etc) a Polyurethane foam core with
plywood stiffening and an exterior surface of high gloss fibreglass sheet.
These panels can be further reinforced with beams for roof application, door frames,
hinge blocks, crush blocks etc. Foam-cored panels can be made for chiller bodies
(0 degrees) or freezer bodies (down to -30 degrees).
The Composite Group has has also developed a process to foam insulate vans and
finish the cargo space with a very durable and easy to maintain interior finish.
This process maximises the internal spaces by following the natural curve
of the vans panels.
Fibreglass sheet supplies

Above: Vetroresina fiberglass sheet wraps effortlessly around the sides of this
trailer and is then finished with a custom made Composite Group roof.

The Composite Group is the New Zealand distributor for Vetroresina products and
we can supply a range of fiberglass sheet on the roll or cut to length. The following
options are available:
Thickness
1.5mm
2.0mm
2.7mm
3.0mm

Widths
2500, 3000
2500, 3000
1880, 2200, 2500 (600g woven roving)
2500, 3000

Available in lengths up to 60m, topside finish white gelcoat, bottom side is micro
sanded. Other colours are available as special order.
Fibreglass sheet is typically used in the manufacturer of panels for the transport and
motor home industries and specialist trailers such as horse floats
The new aesthetic Vetrostyle products can be used for the manufacture of motor
home and camper van interiors.
Enquiries for the Vetrorensina panel product are welcome.
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Above: Vetroresina fiberglass sheet available on the roll or cut to length.
Right: Foam with fibre glass outside laminate and foam and plywood strengthened
wall material.

Transport industries
Truck and van bodies and trailers
Although we don’t construct truck bodies, we do supply the components to make
them, for example: roofs, and floor panels, doors and bulkheads, aluminium extrusion
corner caps and interior light shells.
Many of our panels can be seen on the roads in the form of van bodies, trailers, and
semi trailers.
Custom parts for the transport industry are also a specialty of our work, building
bodies for special equipment trucks such as for a mobile water blast unit.
This comprised a 2000 litre tank with flat sides (suitably strengthened) and a
weatherproof, secure storage locker for the equipment.
Motor homes and caravans
UCC produce practical, modern, and robust motor homes and The Composite Group
manufactures various fibreglass components for them, including the roof, rear panels,
side panels and light pods.
We have also completed many motor home, camper van and caravan projects taking
them from concept plans to finished product.
Our systems provide high quality panels either for a single unit or produced in volume.
Repair work and non slip surfacing
We undertake fibreglass repairs on your damaged truck body,
and will happily do insurance quotes for this work.
We also offer a service, where we apply a non-slip
surface to any truck van or trailer floor using
Speedliner® – see more about Speedliner®
at the back of this publication.
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Architectural products
The Composite Group has worked on a large range of architectural and tourist
focused projects that utilise the benefits of composite engineering to creat complex
shapes, durable components and innovative solutions that are beyond the possibilities
of traditional construction methods,
Retail interiors and features
We have created a variety of custom components for use in the retail sector, including
shop displays and interior features and shopping mall furniture.
Clock tower cellphone aerial
This project entailed building a clock tower edifice to cover an existing cellphone tower.
Louvres in a church bell tower were also created to hide a cell phone aerial
Hagley Band Rotunda restoration
We met the challenge of structurally reinforcing the iconic band rotunda by custom
moulding pillars that both looked historically correct, and that would last for decades
to come.
Heritage details
We can manufacture any architectural feature in light weight composite materials,
including historic building facades, replacement chimney units and pillars.
These are especially suitable for replacing earthquake damaged features.

Top: Retail shop interior examples; round ceiling light
units and yellow customer seat benches.
Middle: Shopping mall seating and decoration
Lower: Replica, light weight replacement chimneys
assist with the rebuilding of heritage buildings.
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Industrial work
The Composite Group are constantly developing and manufacturing a large array of
industrial products and solutions for a diverse clientele.
Composting vessel lids
Specially insulated lids for these vessels manufactured for HotROT, an organic
composting company. Chemically resistant resins can be used to provide protection in
hostile environments where metal products will corrode quickly.
Christchurch International Airport
We took over a contract to manufacture and install fire resistant and low smoke
emission tapered composite covers to protect the large I section steel roof beams.
These covers are dual purpose; firstly to provide a higher fire rating, and secondly as
an aesthetic addition. They were made in 4 metre sections to simplify handling and
installation.
Nelson water tank roof
Our brief was to design, construct, and erect a composite cover for one of Nelson
city’s water supply holdings tanks, where the old metal cover had deteriorated beyond
repair. The tank is sited high above Nelson with limited access. The new cover was
constructed using flat fibreglass polyester sheets bonded to box
section fibreglass members. The “pie slice” sections were
manufactured in two parts at our Christchurch plant and then
transported to Nelson.
These were then lifted by crane into position and secured
by stainless steel fasteners and polyurethane adhesive in
an underslung position.

Top: Fibreglass lids on the HotROT composting unit
Middle: Fire resistant and low smoke emission composite
covers protect the large I section steel roof beams at
Christchurch Airport.
Right: The sectional lid being installed on the Nelson water
tank.
Below: An Aquaclear water tank suitable for either above
ground or in-ground installation.
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Industrial work
Modular structural flooring system
An innovative and proven structural floor that offers significant advantages over
traditional structural systems used in pre fabricated construction. Created in a single
molding process, this light weight, fully insulated, modular system allows flexibility in
building layout and as it is a structural and self supporting flooring system, it
contributes to lower site preparation and piling costs.
Easily transportable yet extremely strong and durable with a high tensile
and comprehensive strength, it fits all current wall framing systems such as
timber framing, steel or sandwich panel systems.
A stronger solution where ground movement is a concerned and, it has
excellent insulation properties.

Right: The modular, structural flooring
system with a timber frame installed in
the purpose built recess that takes all
wall framing systems.
Below: The moulded panels are bolted
together to form a pre-finished floor
supported by a pile foundation in each
corner.

Once positioned on-site, the moulded-in tile look means there is no further
finishing required and its composite FRP lifespan will exceed any building
standards authority regulation three fold.
ARC Over-bridge Safety Screen
Combine our years of experience and innovative processes with design by Pollen
Limited and composite engineering from Gurit and the outcome is the
ARC Over-bridge Safety Screen for electrified railways.
The four interlocking components of the screens offer a practical solution to the
overhead wire tampering issue.
This robust product efficiently solves a problem and meets a need, while contributing a
pleasing, colourful and dramatic aesthetic to the urban landscape.
Heat Ranger frost fighting system
We created the moulds and the body components for the Heat Ranger agricultural
frost fighting system. The 5 metre high unit uses fan forced, heated air out though
two rotating ducts to increase the temperature of the air below the inversion layer,
to reduce the risk of a frost forming. The Heat Ranger can cover most field shapes
through its unique rotational air distribution management and, it is cost effective in both
setup and operating costs per hectare covered.
Heat Ranger is environmentally friendly, relatively quiet and very effective, giving it
significant advantages over other frost management systems.
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Above: The ARC Over-bridge Safety Screens installed over an
electrified rail track to prevent tampering with the lines from the
over bridge.
Right: The 5 metre high Heat Ranger situated in a vine yard.

Industrial work
Insulated and uninsulated fibreglass tanks
We manufacture purpose designed fibreglass tanks up to 100,000 litres for specialist
processes, such as beverage, winery, brewing, dairy, food stuffs, industrial, pulp and paper
applications together with water and sewerage systems.
Custom made tanks can be manufactured to any shape and can include various
features such as injection hatches, pipe outlets, and pump mountings.
Our standard moulded tanks are available from 750 litres to 100,000 litres or can be
custom made as required, and in a range of colours. They are manufactured to BS4994
and AS2634 and all stages of the manufacturing process are controlled to meet the
requirements of these Standards.

Right: A Composite Group fibreglass
tank.
Below: A winery installation with
stainless steel tanks clad in Composite
Thermoclad© insulation.
Lower left: An insulated tank being
installed at the Speights Brewery in
Dunedin.

Designed by our experienced engineers, The Composite Group tanks can be
manufactured;
• to operate up to 99 degrees Celsius using special resins and a full post cure of
the finished moulding
• with the added benefit of earthquake restraints that are specifically designed to
suit the intended geographical location
• to accommodate any fittings required. This eliminates further work on site and
speeds up the installation process
• with Composite Thermoclad© tank insulation
Composite Thermoclad© tank insulation
Our Composite Thermaclad© insulation system has been
designed to meet the requirements of the wine industry utilising
the high insulation value of P.U. foam and
the durability of high gloss corrosion resistant, and UV stabilised
fibre reinforced plastics (composites). The system also has many
other applications for hot or cold
use tanks and heat recovery applications.
The Composite Group also manufacture storage bunds or can
line existing bunds where chemical resistance is required.
We can deliver anywhere in New Zealand.
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Custom moulding
We pride ourselves on our innovative solutions to a range of seemingly impossible
problems. The projects in this section are examples of our custom work.
Party Hoppers trailers
These eye catching drinks trailers have been developed for a client who asked us to
develop the prototype for his own use. Coca Cola also recognised their potential,
ordering several units for their brand promotion and events needs.
Replica Spitfire display
We were commissioned to build a World War II Spitfire as a display item. It took great
care researching the details of the Spitfire before designing the moulds and producing
the replica in fibreglass. Two were made, one sits at the entrance to Christchurch
Airport and the other is a static model at Wigram Airforce Museum in Christchurch.
Mobile retail food trailer
The Composite Group built this custom food trailer to give this German Sausage takeaway business a unique look. Complete with eye-catching graphics, the top pops up to
full height and clear side covers to create a good environment for preparing food.
Speed record - Flying Kiwi
We assisted with the design and development of the Flying Kiwi, a land speed record
breaking side-car motorcycle. Building this body focused on a true shape, light weight,
clean finish and accurate fitting.
Replica Mercedes Benz 500K
The car was scaled up from a Brago model 500K Mercedes Benz and full size plugs
and moulds were made and the panels manufactured. The replica utilises a Holden HQ
utility chassis. Inquiries and orders for this unique replica are welcome.
Street telephone kiosk
Developed for Telecom, these stand-alone kiosks needed to be simple to install and
maintain, but also have good acoustic capability to reduce background street noise.
Display and Signage
We have produced a diverse range of signage and display material for both industrial
and commercial clients. Offering a vast scope for design in terms of scale and form,
composite engineering combines both high strength with minimal weight making it an
ideal medium for large displays and signage.
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Marine leisure products
We have manufactured our Reflex, Cresta Craft and Haines Signature pleasure boats
for over 30 years. These are developed using a variety of methods, including CAD.
More traditional production methods such as sprayed chopped mat are employed
for building the various components of the boats.
Our exclusive relationship with Australia’s largest trailer boat manufacturer, The Haines
Group, means we can bring the latest marine innovations to the New Zealand market
sooner than others.
There are several models across the three brands. The full range can be seen on our
website www.thecompositegroup.co.nz
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SPEEDLINER®

BEFORE

Where there is a need for a non-slip surface, an abrasion resistant surface or a
completely water proofed area, The Composite Group offers Speedliner®.
Speedliner® is a two-pot spray on urethane polymer that cures on the surface to
create an impervious layer with unparalleled strength and durability. It comes in a
range of colours and is an ideal solution to refinishing tired and worn floors, decks and
walls where a waterproof membrane is needed.
It is ideal for food preparation areas, wet areas such as changing rooms and showers,
fishing boat holds and decks, over high density foam rub rails on boats, roofs, internal
gutters, second story patios and decks, ... in fact anywhere a durable, fully water proof
coating is needed.
Speedliner® is manufactured by industrial polymers Inc. of Texas USA.
Industrial Polymers is a company that develops and custom manufactures urethane
polymer products.
They have been producing Speedliner® since 1994 and we have been an agent/
applicator for Speedliner® since 2004.

AFTER
Above: Before and after images of this utility’s deck and
tailgate now protected with Speedliner®.

BEFORE

Right: The tray of the tip truck and the interior of these
mortar hoppers have been completely sealed in hard
wearing, abrasive resistant Speedliner®.
Left: The interior of this chemical handling van coated in
easy clean, chemical resistant Speedliner®.
Below: The easy clean, hard wearing Speedliner® has
completely sealed the decks on this boat.

AFTER
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Throughout this publication, we have demonstrated how The Composite Group can
create anything from the ordinary to the sublime.
No matter what end of the spectrum your project fits, you can be assured that it will
receive the same focused attention and effort to ensure you get what you want and
that it performs as it should.
Contact us to talk over your special project now .... together we will turn it into reality.

THE

INCORPORATING

187 Dyers Road, Bromley, PO Box 24 024, Christchurch, New Zealand
Phone (03) 384 9482, Fax (03) 384 9258 • Email sales@thecompositegroup.co.nz
www.thecompositegroup.co.nz

www.thecompositegroup.co.nz

THE COMPOSITE GROUP is a member of the following industry associations

Member of NZMEA

Authorised Repair Centre
for FairFax Trailers

